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for LinuxQ: Can't get the solution from the solver in PDFLT I get the solution of a problem from the solver and I know the
function returns right answers. But I get a wrong message "Undefined function or variable 'LowerLimit'. MWE: %matplotlib
inline from math import exp import pylab from scipy.optimize import minimize V = [0,1] D = [-3.0*V[0]**2-1,V[1]**2-2]

Vlower,Vupper = pylab.linspace(V[0],V[1],N),pylab.linspace(V[0]-1,V[1],N) Dlower,Dupper = -3.0*Vlower**2-1,
Vupper**2-2 def func(var,lower,upper): UpperLimit, LowerLimit,UpperWidth=var[:2] return (UpperLimit-LowerLimit)**2

result = minimize(func, [0,0], bounds = (Dlower,Dupper)) print(result) What I get: [0.0 0.0 0.0]
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A: It seems like your version is
not exactly recent; if you had
installed it from the website, you
should have got a separate
application launcher program
(3rd party install). It might have
been installed with an older
version of AlleleID. It might
work or it might not. If your
program is properly installed and
running on your machine, I can't
see any reason why you shouldn't
be able to select it from the
software center. Burgess family
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lawsuit against county ends with
set-aside agreement Monday Sep
9, 2018 at 2:00 AM Eric Rogers,
Star Tribune The family of a
man who died after being
electrocuted on county property
last year has reached a settlement
with the county that resulted in
all claims against it being set
aside, and the county agreeing to
pay the family $5.5 million. The
settlement resolved a lawsuit that
had been filed in Ramsey County
District Court by the family of
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Alfred "Bud" Burgess. The
settlement was announced Friday
by Ramsey County District
Judge Diane Olson. In October
2017, the county had filed a
motion to dismiss the lawsuit
claiming that the lawsuit was
barred by the three-year statute
of limitations for personal injury
actions. The family argued that
the county was continuing to
provide services to the family
after Bud's death, such as
providing services to his
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survivors and paying the
survivor's benefits. "We were
trying to keep the cost of
litigation down. We think we
negotiated in a fair manner and
that the board and the county
attorneys believed that too," said
the attorney representing the
family, Scott Luckey. After a
hearing and other negotiations by
the attorneys, Olson granted the
county's motion to dismiss the
case in May. In June, the lawyers
for both sides reached a
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settlement that included a $5.5
million payment to the family as
well as the set-aside provision.
The case is one of several
lawsuits filed by families of
other electrocuted people who
happened to be working on
county property at the time of
the electrocution. County
attorney Steve Grove said that a
county attorney reported in early
June that the county had reached
a settlement that would resolve
all the lawsuits. "We had a lot of
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interest in the cases," Grove said
Friday. "We had a lot of interest
in resolving as many as we
could." There were 10
electrocution cases on the docket
that Olson was allowed
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